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Fenêtre de Ferret, col du Bastillon, pas des Chevaux



Departure and itinerary

From the Hospice du St Bernard follow «Fenêtre de Ferret and 
lac de Fenêtre» by the path that overlooks the road to the 
pass in the direction of Italy. This path continues flat for 
about 500 meters. At the height of the Italian border it des-
cends in the direction of the statue of St Bernard. From the 
statue, the route continues downhill for about 100 meters until 
you reach a fork with the indication « Col de Fenêtre » mar-
ked on a large pebble (arrow in light yellow paint). Be careful 
not to descend on the pass road! Follow this path along the 
foothills of the Italian side of the Grande Chenalette and the 
Pointe de Drône. This rugged path follows the twists and turns 
of the terrain above the pass road but stays at approximately 
the same elevation for about 1km. A little after the plumb of 
the point of Drône, the path climbs towards the point of al-
titude 2605 and bypasses it on the right. At the end of the 
climb, go down slightly to follow a flat path which joins the 
climb to Fenêtre de Ferret.
From Fenêtre de Ferret go down in the direction of the Lacs de 
Fenêtre. At the last of the 3 lakes (altitude point 2457) fol-
low to the right (north-east), Col du Bastillon, Col des Chevaux 
and Col du Gd St Bernard. The climb begins slowly and becomes 
more difficult in the last foothills of the Col du Bastillon. From 
the top of the pass, descend into the magnificent Combe de 
Drône following the direction of Grand St Bernard. After about 
2 km of descent, go up following the «Chemin des Chevaux» 
and climb towards Pas des Chevaux. From the summit go down 
towards Grand St Bernard to reach the starting point.
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